From the President’s Desk
Dear Members,
Agriculture and allied sectors are considered to be the mainstay of the Indian economy. They
contribute nearly 22 per cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of India. About 65-70 per cent
of the population is dependent on agriculture for their livelihood.
'Agriculture and allied' industry is further divided into several segments, namely:- horticulture
and its allied sectors (including fruits and vegetables, flowers, plantation crops, spices, aromatic
and medicinal plants); fisheries sector; animal husbandry and livestock; and sericulture.
India's varied agro-climatic conditions are highly favourable for the growth of large number
of horticultural crops, which occupy around 10 per cent of gross cropped area of the country
producing 160.75 million tonnes.
India's diverse climate ensures availability of all varieties of fresh fruits & vegetables. It ranks
second in fruits and vegetables production in the world, after China. India is the largest producer
of ginger and okra amongst vegetables and ranks second in production of potatoes, onions,
cauliflowers, brinjal, Cabbages, etc. Amongst fruits, the country ranks first in production of
Bananas (25.7%), Papayas (43.6%) and Mangoes (including mangosteens and guavas) (40.4%).
It is also leading producer, consumer and exporter for spices and plantation crops like tea,
coffee, etc. While, sericulture is an agro-based cottage industry. India is ranked as the second
major raw silk producer in the world.
Fisheries sector occupies a very important place in the socio-economic development of the
country. It is a big source of employment opportunities for the large number of people in the
country, especially rural population. It has a huge export potential. Similarly, India has vast
resource of livestock and poultry, which play a vital role in promoting the welfare of rural
masses.
Nearly 60% of our Country requirements of water lifting Pumpsets are met by Coimbatore
Industries. SIEMA Member are manufacturing agricultural Pumpsets in wide varieties to suit
the various field conditions. To increase the market share of the Indian Pump industry in global
market SIEMA initiated the Smart Pump Project. The Centre of Excellence for Smart Pumps was
inaugurated by Dr. A.R SIHAG, IAS, Secretary, Presided by Smt. SUKRITI LIKHI, IAS, Joint
Secretary, Department of Heavy Industry, on 12th December 2019, at Si’Tarc, Avarampalayam,
Coimbatore.
I wish you Happy New Year and Pongal Greetings to Members and readers.
Meet you in next issue.
With regards,

January 2020

V. Krishnakumar
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øu¨ö£õ[PÀ
¨ö£õ[PÀ Gß£x uªÇºPÍõÀ ]Ó¨£õPU
öPõshõh¨£k® J¸ uÛ¨ö£¸® ÂÇõ. uªÇº
v¸|õÍõP uªÇºPÍõÀ uªÌ|õk, C»[øP, ©÷»]¯õ,
][P¨§º, I÷µõ¨¤¯ |õkPÒ, Áh Aö©›UPõ, öuß
B¨¤›UPõ, ö©õ›]¯_ GÚ uªÇº ÁõÊ® AøÚzx
|õkPÎ¾® öPõshõh¨£kQÓx. ö£õ[PÀ, EøÇUS®
©UPÒ C¯ØøPz öu#Á©õPU P¸u¨£k® `›¯ÝUS®,
©ØÓ E°ºPÐUS® öŒõÀ¾® J¸ |ßÔ¯Ôu»õPU
öPõshõh¨£kQÓx.
øu¨ö£õ[PÀ Áµ»õÖ
Bi ©õuzvÀ ÷ui Âøuzu £°ºPÎß ÂøÍa\ø»
AÖÁøh öŒ#x £¯ß Aøh²® £¸Á÷© øu
©õu® BS®. A¢u AÖÁøh°À Qøhzu ö|À¼ß
¦zu›]ø¯a \ºUPøµ, £õÀ, ö|# ÷Œºzx¨ ¦x¨
£õøÚ°¼mk¨ ¦zuk¨¤À öPõvUP øÁzx¨ ö£õ[PÀ
÷ŒõÓõUQa `›¯ÝUS® ©õmkUS® £øhzx Esk
©QÊ® ÂÇõ÷Á ö£õ[PÀ ÂÇõÁõS®.
}º ÁÍ® öPõsh Ch[PÎÀ ‰ßÖ ÷ÁÍõsø©
|hUS®. }º ÁÍªÀ»õ Ch[PÎÀ ©øÇ }ºz
÷uUPzuõÀ J¸ ÷ÁÍõsø©uõß ÂøÍUP •i²®.
BP÷Á, ©õºPÈ (]ø») AÀ»x øu (_ÓøÁ) ©õu
AÖÁøh÷¯ |õöh[S® {PÊ®. AÖÁøh •i¢x
ö£ØÓ ¦zu›], P¸®¦, ©g\Ò, £Ú[QÇ[S, |®•øh¯
öPõiÁÈU Põ#PÔPÒ (SÔ¨£õP AÁøµ, ¦hø»,
Pzv›, ÁõøÇ, \ºUPøµ ÁÒÎU QÇ[S, P¸ønU
QÇ[S ÷£õßÓøÁ÷¯ £øh¯»õP øÁUP¨£k®.
öŒ¢ö|Ø £a\›]ø¯¨ ö£¸®£õ¾® uÂk ÷£õUPõ©À
}º ÷Œºzxa \ø©zx £¸¨¦U SÇ®¦hß Es£x ©µ¦.
ö£õ[S GßÓ öŒõÀ öPõvzuÀ, ªSuÀ, \ø©zuÀ,
öŒÈzuÀ GÚ¨ ö£õ¸Ò£k®. ö£õ[SÁuõÀ ö£õ[PÀ.
ö£õ[PÀ ÂÇõøÁ uªÇº GßÝ® CÚUSÊ öuõhº£õÚ
ÂÇõ GßÖ öuÎÁõP Enµ•i²®. C¢u ÂÇõÂß
|øh•øÓø¯¨ £õºzuõÀ, ö©#°¯Ø \©¯[PÒ
uªÇPzvÀ
{ø»öPõÒÐÁuØS
•ßÚõ¼¸¢÷u,
CÚUSÊ ÁÈ£õkPÒ {»Â¯ ÷£õ÷u, C¢u ÂÇõU
öPõshõkÁx öuõh[Q°¸UP •i²® Gß£øu²®
¦›¢x öPõÒÍ C¯¾®.
uªÇº ÷u]¯ ÂÇõ
ö£õ[PÀ ÂÇõøÁ uªÇº ÷u]¯ ÂÇõÁõP £»º
P¸xQßÓÚº. ö£õ[Pø» uªÇºPÒ \©¯[PøÍU
Ph¢x öPõshõk® ÁÇUP•® EÒÍx. Q¸zxÁºPÒ
u[PÒ ÷uÁõ»¯[PÎÀ P¸®¦hß ö£õ[PÀ øÁzx
öPõshõkQßÓÚº.
uªÌ •ì½®PÎÀ £»
Sk®£[PÎÀ ö£õ[P»ßÖ \ºUPøµ¨ ö£õ[P¾hß
16 ÁøPU Põ#PÔPøÍa \ø©zxa ]Ó¨¦ Â¸¢uõP
A day wasted on others is not wasted on one’s self.

Sk®£zvÚ¸hß Es£x®, ö£õ[PÀ |õÍßÖ ÃmiÀ
AøŒÁ EnÄPøÍ uÂºUS® ÁÇUP•® EÒÍx.
EÇÁº v¸|õÒ
ö£õ[PÀ ÂÇõ, ©UPÍõÀ C¯À£õPU öPõshõh¨£kQÓx.
EøÇUS® uªÌ ©UPÒ uõ÷© Psknº¢x, u©x
EøÇ¨¤ØS EuÂ¯ C¯ØøPUS®, u®÷©õk ÷Œº¢x
EøÇzu
PõÀ|øhPÐUS®,
u©x
|ßÔø¯²®
©QÌa]ø¯²® öu›ÂUS® ÂÇõ. EÇÁºPÒ ©øÇ°ß
EuÂ¯õÀ Bi ©õu® •uÀ EøÇzxa ÷Œºzu ö|Àø»
©õºPÈ°À ÃmiØSU öPõsk Á¢x u©x EøÇ¨¤ß
£¯øÚ ~Pµz öuõh[S® |õ÷Í øu¨ö£õ[PÀ.
|õßS |õÒ v¸ÂÇõ
ö£õ[PÀ ÂÇõ |õßS |õÒ öPõshõmh® BS®.
÷£õQ
÷£õQ¯ßÖ, Ãmiß Tøµ°À öŒ¸P¨£k® §»õ¨§ (A)
Põ¨¦UPmk. ÷£õQ £siøP Gß£x £øÇ¯Ú PÈzuÀ
Gß£uõP Aøh¯õÍ® öPõsk ÷ÁÍõsø©ø¯ ÷©Ø
öPõshÁºPÍõÀ öPõshõh¨£k® ÂÇõÁõS®.
÷£õQ £siøP Gß£x ‘©õºPÈ’ ©õu® •i¢x
‘øu’ ©õu® Bµ®¤US® ÷|µ® Á¸QÓx. £øÇ¯Ú
PÈ¢x ¦v¯x ¦S® |õÍõP Cx öPõshõh¨£kQÓx.
£øÇ¯uõQ ÷uøÁ°À»õ©À BQÂmh ö£õ¸mPøÍ
C¢|õÎÀ G›zx ÂkQ÷Óõ®. J¸ £siøP¯õP,
öPõshõmh©õP Cøua öŒ#Q÷Óõ®.
ö£õ[PÀ £siøP |õßS |õÒ £siøP¯õS®.
©õºPÈ Pøh] |õÍßÖ ÷£õQ öPõshõh¨£kQÓx.
A¢|õÎÀ, £øÇ¯Ú PÈzx ¦v¯Ú ¦SzuÀ ÁÇUP®.
B¯ºPÒ C¢vµÂÇõøÁ •izx `›¯ÁÈ¨£õmøh
öuõhº¢uÚº.
AUPõ»zvÀ ÷£õQ¯ßÖ ]» Qµõ©[PÎÀ J¨£õ›
øÁUS® £ÇUP® C¸¢ux. A¨÷£õx AÊÁx GuÚõÀ,
Gß£uøÚ Bµõ#¢u Áµ»õØÖ AÔbºPÒ, A¢|õøÍ¨
¦zuº CÓ¢u vÚö©ßÖ PshÔ¢xÒÍÚº.
ö£õ[Pø» Jzu ¤Ó ÂÇõUPÒ
Áh©õ{»[PÎÀ `›¯£PÁõÝUS |ßÔ öu›ÂUS®
|õÒ Esk. C¢v¯õÂß Áh ©õ{»[PÎÀ Cx ©Pµ
\[Pµõ¢v GÚÄ® \[Pµõ¢v GÚÄ® öPõshõh¨£kQÓx.
©Pµ® GßÓõÀ `›¯ß GßÖ ö£õ¸Ò. £P»Áß/£›v
uÝº µõ]°À C¸¢x ©Pµ µõ]°ÝÒ ~øÇÁuß ‰»®
Ezuµ¯õÚzvÀ £P»Áß/£›v \g\›US® Põ»®
xÁ[SQÓx. GÚ÷Áuõß Cøu ©Pµ \[Pµõ¢v GÚ
AøÇUQßÓÚº. ©o¨§º ©õ{»zvÀ Si°¸US®
uªÌ©UPÒ u[PÎß £õµ®£›¯ ÂÇõÁõÚ ö£õ[PÀ
£siøPø¯U öPõskQßÓÚº.
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Cover Story

Types of Agriculture in India
I

ndia has a long agricultural history, which dates
back approximately ten thousand years. Today,
India has the second-highest crop output in the
world and agriculture-related jobs employ nearly
60% of the total workforce. However, as India’s
population grows, the country is having difficulties
meeting the demand for food products like
wheat and rice. There are currently eight types of
agriculture in India:

1. Shifting agriculture: This farming
practice is mainly used by tribal groups to
grow tuber and root crops. Land is obtained by
clearing a forested area and planting crops there.
When the land is no longer fertile, another area
of land is cleared and the crops are shifted there.
2. Subsistence farming: This is a widelypracticed farming technique can be seen all over
India. The farmer and/or his family grow grains
for themselves or for sale at the local market.
3.	Intensive agriculture: This farming
practice can be seen in densely populated areas
in India. It is an attempt to maximize the output
of the land, through the use of every possible
effort. It requires a huge amount of capital in
addition to a great deal of human labour, but
more than one crop can be raised per year.

6. Plantation
agriculture:
This
style is often used for crops which require a lot
of space and a long growing period, such as
rubber, tea, coconut, coffee, cocoa, spices, and
fruits. Plantations are only capable of producing
a single crop. Plantation agriculture is practised
in Kerala, Assam, Karnataka, and Maharashtra.
7. Dry land farming: As the name
suggests, dry land farming is practised in the
more arid and desert-like areas of the country,
including northwest and central India. Crops
such as gramjowar, bajra, and peas have lower
water requirements and can therefore be grown
in these conditions.
8. Wet land farming: Many areas of
India are affected by heavy monsoon rains and
subsequent flooding. Well-irrigated areas, such
as those in the northeast India and the Western
Ghats, are suitable for farming rice, jute, and
sugarcane.
and …
9.	Aquaponics: Today, aquaponics farming
systems are rare in the subcontinent. But we’re
working to change that … We’re ready to make
it nine types of agriculture in India.

January 2020

4.	Extensive agriculture: This is the
modern type of farming that can be seen largely
in the developed world and in some parts of
India. It relies largely on machinery as opposed
to a human labour force and raises one crop per
year.

5.	Commercial agriculture: The goal
of commercial agriculture is a high yield, so
that produce can be exported to other countries
or areas for profit. Wheat, cotton, sugarcane,
and corn are some commercial crops and they
are grown in states including Gujarat, Punjab,
Haryana, and Maharashtra.
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I slept and I dreamed that life is all joy. I woke and I saw that life is all service.
I served and I saw that service is joy

Temperature Sensors
(Part 3) continued from previous issue.
Compiled by
Dr. R. Subramanian
Assistant General Manager
PSG Industrial Institute
Coimbatore

Thermal Protectors

Integrated Silicon Linear Sensors

A Thermal Protector comprises of bimetallic
material with snap action disc (spring disc) which
senses the temperature of a physical system
by either electrically (by means of current flow
through the strip) or mechanically (through thermal
conduction) or by both and performs snap action so
that the system's temperature is maintained near a
desired set point.

There are a wide variety of temperature sensors ICs
that are available to simplify the broadest possible
range of temperature monitoring challenges. These
silicon temperature sensors differ significantly from
all the previous mentioned types in a couple of
important ways. The first is operating temperature
range. A temperature sensor IC can operate over the
nominal IC temperature range of -55°C to +150°C.
The second major difference is functionality.

In general these thermal protectors are auto
resetting type as and when the temperature reduces
lower than the desired point. It is available in circular or
rectangular configurations and with make or breaks
type contacts of normally open/ normally closed
(NO/NC). These thermal protectors can be connected
in series with power circuits (refer manufacturer’s
catalogue) or control
circuits based on the
system design.
These
thermal
protectors
are
most
widely used in domestic
motors, transformers and
printed circuit boards
directly embedded on
the winding.

Fig. 2. Thermal Protector
embedded on Motor
winding

Digital output sensor usually contains a
temperature sensor, analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), a two-wire digital interface and registers
for controlling the IC’s operation. Temperature is
continuously measured and can be read at any time.
If desired, the host processor can instruct the sensor
to monitor temperature and take an output pin
high (or low) if temperature exceeds a programmed
limit. Lower threshold temperature can also be
programmed and the host can be notified when

Practice kindness all day to everybody and you will realize you’re already in heaven now.
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Fig. 1. Snap - action type Thermal Protector

A silicon temperature sensor is an integrated
circuit, and can therefore include extensive signal
processing circuitry within the same package as
the sensor. There is no need to add compensation
circuits for temperature sensor ICs. Some of these
are analogue circuits with either voltage or current
output. Others combine analogue-sensing circuits
with voltage comparators to provide alert functions.
Some other sensor ICs combine analogue-sensing
circuitry with digital input/output and control
registers, making them an ideal solution for
microprocessor-based systems.

7

temperature has dropped below this threshold.
Thus, digital output sensor can be used for reliable
temperature monitoring in microprocessor-based
systems.
This temperature sensor has three terminals
and required Maximum of 5.5 V supply. This type
of sensor consists of a material that performs the
operation according to temperature to vary the
resistance. This change of resistance is sensed by
circuit and it calculates temperature. When the
voltage increases then the temperature also rises.
We can see this operation by using a diode.

established to a surface and its temperature
will be within around the range of 0.01˚C of the
surface temperature.
•

This presumes that the ambient air temperature
is just about the same as the surface temperature;
if the air temperature were much higher or
lower than the surface temperature, the actual
temperature of the LM35 die would be at an
intermediate temperature between the surface
temperature and the air temperature.

Temperature sensors directly connected to
microprocessor input and thus capable of direct and
reliable communication with microprocessors. The
sensor unit can communicate effectively with lowcost processors without the need of A/D converters.
An example for a temperature sensor is LM35.
The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuit
temperature sensors, whose output voltage is
linearly proportional to the Celsius temperature.
The LM35 is operates at -55˚ to +120˚C.
The basic centigrade temperature sensor (+2˚C
to +150˚C) is shown in figure below.

Fig 4: LM35 connection diagram details and
Temperature Sensor Module
The temperature sensors have well known
applications in environmental and process control
and also in test, measurement and communications.

Infrared Temperature Sensors
Fig 3: LM35 IC details
These type of IC sensors are to be used in control
circuitry for system control and monitoring
applications where as it is being a low power device
this shall not be connected in power circuitry.

Features of LM35 Temperature Sensor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Calibrated directly in ˚ Celsius (Centigrade)
Rated for full l −55˚ to +150˚C range
Suitable for remote applications
Low cost due to wafer-level trimming
Operates from 4 to 30 volts
Low self-heating,
±1/4˚C of typical nonlinearity
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Operation of LM35
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•

The LM35 can be connected easily (shown
in Fig.4) in the same way as other integrated
circuit temperature sensors. It can be stuck or
SIEMA Magazine

It is in general of noncontact type only. Most
commercial and scientific noncontact temperature
sensors measure the thermal radiant power of the
Infrared or Optical radiation received from a known
or calculated area on its surface or volume within it.
An example of noncontact temperature sensors
is a pyrometer.

Pyrometers
Unlike the thermometer, RTD and the thermocouple,
pyrometers (non-contact temperature sensors)
measures the amount of heat radiated, rather than
the amount of heat conducted and convected to the
sensor. Various types of pyrometers, such as total
radiation and photoelectric pyrometers exist. Block
schematic of a pyrometer is shown below in Figure
5.
These pyrometers differ in the type of radiation they
measure. There are many factors that influence the
amount of radiated heat detected, thus there are
many assumptions that must be made regarding the
Love only grows by sharing. You can only have more for
yourself by giving it away to others.

Fig.5: Block diagram of radiation pyrometer and Pyrometer model

Conclusion
Temperature sensor is a broad subject where
many types and configurations are available with
various characteristics. The author has made effort
in compiling to a maximum extent possible and
the readers who are interested are requested to
go through the web pages or brochures for their
indented applications.
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emissivity, or the measure of the manner in which
heat is radiated, of the object. These assumptions are
based upon the manner in which heat is radiated
as well as the geometry of the object. Because
temperature is dependent on the emissivity of a
body, these assumptions regarding the emissivity
introduce uncertainties and inaccuracies in the
temperature readings. Therefore, because of the
error associated with them, pyrometers are used
in industry where the embedding of contact type
sensors is not viable.
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Role of Agriculture in the
Economic Development
of a Country
ome of the major role of agriculture in economic
development of a country are as follows:
Agricultural sector plays a strategic role in the
process of economic development of a country.
It has already made a significant contribution
to the economic prosperity of advanced countries
and its role in the economic development of less
developed countries is of vital importance. In
other words, where per capita real income is low,
emphasis is being laid on agriculture and other
primary industries.
“Increase in agricultural production and the rise
in the per-capita income of the rural community,
together with the industrialisation and urbanisation,
lead to an increased demand in industrial
production” - Dr. Bright Singh.
The history of England is clear evidence that
Agricultural Revolution preceded the Industrial
Revolution there. In U.S.A. and Japan, also
agricultural development has helped to a greater
extent in the process of their industrialisation.
Similarly, various under-developed countries of
the world engaged in the process of economic
development have by now learnt the limitations
of putting over-emphasis on industrialisation as
a means to attain higher per capita real income.
“Thus industrial and agricultural developments are
not alternatives but are complementary and are
mutually supporting with respect to both inputs
and outputs.”
It is seen that increased agricultural output and
productivity tend to contribute substantially to an
overall economic development of the country, it
will be rational and appropriate to place greater
emphasis on further development of the agricultural
sector.
According to Prof. Kinderberger, Todaro, Lewis
and Nurkse etc., agriculture makes its contribution
to economic development in several ways, viz.:
(1) By providing food and raw material to nonagricultural sectors of the economy.

(2) By creating demand for goods produced in nonagricultural sectors, by the rural people on the
strength of the purchasing power, earned by
them on selling the marketable surplus.
(3) By providing investable surplus in the form
of savings and taxes to be invested in nonagricultural sector.
(4) By earning valuable foreign exchange through
the export of agricultural products.
(5) Providing employment to a vast army of
uneducated, backward and unskilled labour.
As a matter of fact, if the process of economic
development is to be initiated and made selfsustaining, it must begin for agricultural sector.

Role of Agriculture in
Economic Development
The agriculture sector is the backbone of an economy
which provides the basic ingredients to mankind
and now raw material for industrialisation.
Therefore, the role of agriculture for the
development of an economy may be stated as below:

1. Contribution to National Income

The lessons drawn from the economic history of
many advanced countries tell us that agricultural
prosperity contributed considerably in fostering
economic advancement. It is correctly observed
that, “The leading industrialized countries of today
were once predominantly agricultural while the
developing economies still have the dominance of
agriculture and it largely contributes to the national
income. In India, still 28% of national income comes
from this sector.

2. Source of Food Supply

Agriculture is the basic source of food supply of all the
countries of the world—whether underdeveloped,
developing or even developed. Due to heavy
pressure of population in underdeveloped and
developing countries and its rapid increase, the
demand for food is increasing at a fast rate. If

Kindness in words creates confidence. Kindness in thinking creates profoundness.
Kindness in giving creates love.
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agriculture fails to meet the rising demand of food
products, it is found to affect adversely the growth
rate of the economy. Raising supply of food by
agricultural sector has, therefore, great importance
for economic growth of a country.

Increase in demand for food in an economy
is determined by the following equation:
D = P + 2g
Here,
D stands for Annual Rate of Growth in demand
for food.
P stands for Population Growth Rate.
g stands for Rate of Increase in per Capita Income.
2 stand for Income Elasticity of Demand for
Agricultural Products.

3. Pre-Requisite for Raw Material

Agricultural advancement is necessary for
improving the supply of raw materials for the agrobased industries especially in developing countries.
The shortage of agricultural goods has its impact
upon on industrial production and a consequent
increase in the general price level. It will impede
the growth of the country’s economy. The flour
mills, rice shellers, oil & dal mills, bread, meat, milk
products sugar factories, wineries, jute mills, textile
mills and numerous other industries are based on
agricultural products.

4. Provision of Surplus

The progress in agricultural sector provides surplus
for increasing the exports of agricultural products.
In the earlier stages of development, an increase in
the exports earning is more desirable because of the
greater strains on the foreign exchange situation
needed for the financing of imports of basic and
essential capital goods.
Johnson and Mellor are of the opinion, “In view
of the urgent need for enlarged foreign exchange
earnings and the lack of alternative opportunities,
substantial expansion of agricultural export
production is frequently a rational policy even
though the world supply—demand situation for a
commodity is unfavorable.”
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5. Shift of Manpower
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Initially, agriculture absorbs a large quantity of
labour force. In India still about 62% labour is
absorbed in this sector. Agricultural progress
permits the shift of manpower from agricultural
to non-agricultural sector. In the initial stages,
the diversion of labour from agricultural to nonagricultural sector is more important from the
point of view of economic development as it eases
the burden of surplus labour force over the limited
land. Thus, the release of surplus manpower from
SIEMA Magazine

the agricultural sector is necessary for the progress
of agricultural sector and for expanding the nonagricultural sector.

6. Creation of Infrastructure

The development of agriculture requires roads,
market yards, storage, transportation railways,
postal services and many others for an infrastructure
creating demand for industrial products and the
development of commercial sector.

7. Relief from Shortage of Capital

The development of agricultural sector has
minimized the burden of several developed
countries who were facing the shortage of foreign
capital. If foreign capital is available with the ‘strings’
attached to it, it will create another significant
problem. Agriculture sector requires less capital for
its development thus it minimizes growth problem
of foreign capital.

8. Helpful to Reduce Inequality

In a country which is predominantly agricultural
and overpopulated, there is greater inequality of
income between the rural and urban areas of the
country. To reduce this inequality of income, it is
necessary to accord higher priority to agriculture.
The prosperity of agriculture would raise the
income of the majority of the rural population and
thus the disparity in income may be reduced to a
certain extent.

9. Based on Democratic Notions

If the agricultural sector does not grow at a faster
rate, it may result in the growing discontentment
amongst the masses which is never healthy for the
smooth running of democratic governments. For
economic development, it is necessary to minimize
political as well as social tensions. In case the
majority of the people have to be kindled with the
hopes of prosperity, this can be attained with the
help of agricultural progress. Thus development of
agriculture sector is also relevant on political and
social grounds.

10.	  Create Effective Demand

The development of agricultural sector would tend
to increase the purchasing power of agriculturists
which will help the growth of the non-agricultural
sector of the country. It will provide a market for
increased production. In underdeveloped countries,
it is well known that the majority of people depend
upon agriculture and it is they who must be able to
afford to consume the goods produced.
Therefore, it will be helpful in stimulating the
growth of the non- agricultural sector. Similarly
improvement in the productivity of cash crops
My religion is very simple. My religion is kindness.

11. Helpful in Phasing out
Economic Depression

During depression, industrial production can be
stopped or reduced but agricultural production
continues as it produces basic necessities of life.
Thus it continues to create effective demand even
during adverse conditions of the economy.

12. Source of Foreign Exchange
for the Country

Most of the developing countries of the world are
exporters of primary products. These products
contribute 60 to 70 per cent of their total export
earning. Thus, the capacity to import capital goods
and machinery for industrial development depends
crucially on the export earning of the agriculture
sector. If exports of agricultural goods fail to increase
at a sufficiently high rate, these countries are forced
to incur heavy deficit in the balance of payments
resulting in a serious foreign exchange problem.
However, primary goods face declining prices in
international market and the prospects of increasing
export earnings through them are limited. Due to
this, large developing countries like India (having
potentialities of industrial development) are trying
to diversify their production structure and promote
the exports of manufactured goods even though
this requires the adoption of protective measures in
the initial period of planning.

13. Contribution to Capital Formation

Underdeveloped and developing countries need
huge amount of capital for its economic development.
In the initial stages of economic development, it is
agriculture that constitutes a significant source of
capital formation.
Agriculture sector provides funds for capital
formation in many ways as:
(i) agricultural taxation
(ii) export of agricultural products
(iii) collection of agricultural products at low prices
by the government and selling it at higher prices.
This method is adopted by Russia and China
(iv) labour in disguised unemployment, largely
confined to agriculture, is viewed as a source of
investible surplus
(v) transfer of labour and capital from farm to nonfarm activities etc.

14.	Employment Opportunities for
Rural People

Agriculture provides employment opportunities
for rural people on a large scale in underdeveloped
and developing countries. It is an important source
of livelihood. Generally, landless workers and
marginal farmers are engaged in non-agricultural
jobs like handicrafts, furniture, textiles, leather,
metal work, processing industries, and in other
service sectors. These rural units fulfill merely local
demands. In India about 70.6% of total labour force
depends upon agriculture.

15. Improving Rural Welfare
It is time that rural economy depends on agriculture
and allied occupations in an underdeveloped
country. The rising agricultural surplus caused by
increasing agricultural production and productivity
tends to improve social welfare, particularly in rural
areas. The living standard of rural masses rises and
they start consuming nutritious diet including eggs,
milk, ghee and fruits. They lead a comfortable life
having all modern amenities—a better house, motorcycle, radio, television and use of better clothes.

16.	Extension of Market for
Industrial Output

As a result of agricultural progress, there will be
extension of market for industrial products. Increase
in agricultural productivity leads to increase in the
income of rural population which is turn leads
to more demand for industrial products, thus
development of industrial sector.
According to Dr. Bright Singh, “Increase in
agricultural production and the rise in the percapita income of the rural community, together with
the industrialisation and urbanisation, lead to an
increased demand in industrial production.” In this
way, agricultural sector helps promote economic
growth by securing as a supplement to industrial
sector.

Conclusion

From the above cited explanation we conclude
that agricultural development is a must for
the economic development of a country. Even
developed countries lay emphasis on agricultural
development. According to Muir, “Agricultural
progress is essential to provide food for growing
non-agricultural labour force, raw materials for
industrial production and saving and tax revenue
to support development of the rest of the economy,
to earn foreign exchange and to provide a growing
market for domestic manufactures.”

Kindness is a source of relief to the soul of the giver, creating a sense of fortitude
that is incomprehensible to those who do not know what kindness is all about.
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may pave the way for the promotion of exchange
economy which may help the growth of nonagricultural sector. Purchase of industrial products
such as pesticides, farm machinery etc. also provide
boost to industrial dead out.
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How IT, Communication
can boost Sustainable
Farming in India

Sriram Rajagopalan

Assistant Professor
The Great Lakes Institute of Management
Chennai

A

griculture has been recognised as the core of
the Union budget for the year 2019-20. The
Government of India has planned to invest widely
in agriculture infrastructure to provide assured
income to small and marginal farmers.
It has made Niti Aayog a national think tank
to establish and conduct programmes and research
on technologies of the future namely, machine
learning and artificial intelligence (AI) to facilitate
the economic development of our country.
Uzhavan app, Ag mobile, CCMobile app,
IFFCO Kisan are some of the applications developed
keeping in mind the need of the hour requirements
in farming. Several notable initiatives like e-choupal,
Agri market, Kisan Suvidha and the more recent
e-NAM had long been trying to place agriculture as
the forerunner.
The current budget has outlined setting up of
20 technology business incubators to develop at
least 75,000 skilled entrepreneurs in the agro-rural
industry.
Further, Rs 805 crore has also been allocated to
Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana (PMMSY)
to address critical gaps in the value chain including
infrastructure,
modernisation,
traceability,

Use of messaging services, web-based applications, capacity
building and encouragement of public-private partnership
can enable farmers to get fair price for their produce and
understand the ease of doing business.
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production, productivity, post-harvest management
and quality control through integration of latest
technology.
This will eventually pave way to achieving longterm sustainable agriculture goals of environmental
health, economic profitability and social and
economic equity.
In a research, conducted in China in 2013 on
agriculture-based on cloud computing and IoT
(Internet of Things), the integration of IoT in farming
mainly facilitated soilless culture, solution control
technology, artificial photosynthesis technology,
growing environment control technology (carbon
dioxide density, humidity, wind pressure and
speed) and intelligent irrigation technology.
After several years of intense work, China's
industry and information ministry has achieved
remarkable success in projects like ‘Every village
project’, ‘Golden Agricultural Project’, ‘The three
Dian project (Computer, Television and Telephone
network coverage in rural area)’.
However, as more emphasis was laid on
hardware than software, there was a lack of
communication of right information to the farmers.
This led to the development of an agricultural
information cloud with integration of IoT and RFID
(radio frequency identification) technology.
Also, the agriculture sector, has, in recent
times visualised the integration of IoT and farming
practices in development and conceptualisation of
plant factory technology. For example, a lighting
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One who knows how to show and to accept kindness
will be a friend better than any possession.

Incidentally, India was found to have high
NDVI values. This could potentially serve as a key
driver to increase sustainable farming practices in
India.
NextOn, a South Korean company in 2018,
successfully built the country’s largest smart farm
inside an abandoned road tunnel. The indoor farm
provided ideal conditions with a steady temperature
and the right amount of artificial light and rest of
the factors were controlled by IoT.
The company signed an agreement with the
South Korea government to develop an indoor
vertical farm as an alternate solution to prevent
damages to crops due to extreme weather conditions.
It successfully cultivated more than 60 different
types of fruits and vegetables.
Foods produced from the farm were found to
be healthier as they had reduced insect infestations
being in a closed environment.
In India, the Union Ministry of Earth Sciences
and Agricultural Meteorology Division of the
India Meteorological Department (IMD) have in
their mission 2030, proposed the formation of an
integrated unit involving the IMD, Indian Council
of Agricultural Research (ICAR) in collaboration
with the different institutions like agricultural
universities, ICAR Institutes, state department of
agriculture, department of information technology,
department of space, MS Swaminathan Research
Foundation and non-governmental organisations,
etc in a phased manner.
The inter-institutional collaboration could be
further strengthened at national and international
level in the field of agro-meteorological activities.
The National Mission on Agricultural Extension
and Technology (NMAET) as a part of sustainable
development group aims to strengthen and
restructure mechanisation and plant protection to
enable delivery of improved agronomic practices to
farmers.
This was planned to be achieved through
interactive methods, using information and
communication technology (ICT), which includes
messaging services, web-based applications,
capacity building, institutional strengthening,
encouragement of public-private partnership and
training services to guide farmers.
Our government, thus, has acknowledged
the role of ICT in agriculture for sustainable
intensive farming; and the newly established
farmer producer organisations ensure to provide
a conducive atmosphere between the central and
state government enabling farmers to get fair price
for their produce and understand the ease of doing
business.

When I was young, I used to admire intelligent people; as I grow older, I admire kind people.
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sensor and a video sensor can show the distribution
of the intensity of light in real time and monitor the
size of the plant. This would help determine the
stage of the plant growth.
The health condition of plants, thus, could be
obtained in real-time by the spectral analysis of the
images of the plant.
Data from the global positioning systems (GPS)
and wireless sensor nodes (WSN) also served as
powerful monitoring tools to supervise parameters
and correlate between them. Geo-referencing
methods that employed the use of unmanned aerial
vehicles and drones were observed to have a positive
impact on crop cultivation and pesticide control.
Data stored in these sensors and farm
equipment and machinery was shared periodically
to the farmers through a mobile phone connected
to GPRS. The farmers could remotely monitor and
control on-field sensors like switching on/off a
pump/valve when water level in the field reaches a
specific threshold value or take important decisions
with the help of deep learning algorithms involving
crop management.
In Brazil, a Smart Farming project was studied
intensively. It involved digital revolution, AI,
mobility with intelligent sensors. It led to the
identification of more innovative products, process
optimisation and managing effective agricultural
production.
The project was, in 2014, executed as
collaboration between Dutch research institutes,
Dutch industry and Dutch agricultural businesses.
The collaboration led the Smart Farming consortium
to investigate the possibility of using remote sensing
solutions in the cultivation process.
The trend in variables like sunlight, humidity,
temperature, rain was obtained from the archives
of Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute to
gain prior knowledge on deviations in seasons in
comparison with previous years.
From the satellite images, the Normalised
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) values were
deduced, which served as an indication of the
amount of photo-synthetically active vegetation on
the region.
Using historical analysis, the variety specific
NDVI curve was established and its relationship
between the variables was identified. This
information was observed to be crucial in
formulation of data driven models.
In the year 1980-1983, a global study on
vegetation types were conducted using satellite
images. It was observed that the NDVI highly
correlated with vegetation parameters such as
green-leaf biomass and green-leaf area.
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PUMP
FA Q
What intake design considerations are important for submersible vertical turbine pumps?
Submersible vertical turbine pumps can be installed in a wet pit or closed bottom can as shown in Figure G.1. Well motor types are
recommended for both wet-pit type and closed-bottom can type of below-grade suction intakes in a rotodynamic pump.
A submersible well-type motor normally requires a minimum flow of liquid around the immersed motor to provide adequate motor
cooling. For many applications, a shroud is required to ensure proper cooling flow around the motor. Sizing of the cooling shroud for
internal flow velocities must be referred to the pump manufacturer. The top of the shroud must include a cover to restrict downward flow
of liquid to the pump inlet while allowing for venting air from the shroud. The confined flow pathway provided by the motor cooling shroud
is very desirable in developing a uniform flow to the first-stage impeller.
The characteristics of the flow approaching an intake structure are among the most critical considerations for the designer. When
determining direction and distribution of flow at the entrance to a pump intake structure, the following must be considered:
•

The orientation of the structure relative to the body of supply liquid

•

Whether the structure is recessed from, flush with or protrudes beyond the boundaries of the body of supply liquid

•

Strength of currents in the body of supply liquid perpendicular to the direction of approach to the pumps

•

The number of pumps required and their anticipated operating combinations

For more information on the design criteria for various pump intakes, refer to ANSI/HI 9.8 Rotodynamic Pumps for Pump Intake Design.
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Figure G.1 - Submersible Vertical Turbine Pump
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‘TEQIP Sponsored Industrial Academia Conclave on Challenges in Pump Industry’ on 11th December 2019 at PSG CT

Section of audience
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The 7th Managing Committee Meeting on 18th December 2019
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You have to chase your dreams, no matter what. The impossible just takes a little longer.
One stroke at a time, one step at a time, the impossible is easy to achieve.
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£søhz uªÇPzvß ÂÁŒõ¯®
‘AøÚzx öuõÈÀPøÍÂh Cx •ußø© ÁQzux.
EÇÁºPÒ \‰P {ø»°À ÷©À {ø»°À C¸¢uÚº.
AÁºPÒ EnÄ uõÛ¯ EØ£zv¯õÍºPÍõP C¸¢uuõÀ,
_¯ ©›¯õøu²hß ÁõÌ¢uÚº.’

\

[P Põ»zvÀ, (Q.• 600&Q.¤ 200) uªÇºPÎß
ÁõÌUøP°ß •ußø©¨ £Sv¯õP ÷ÁÍõsø©
C¸¢ux. Cx ÁõÌUøPUS AÁ]¯©õÚ JßÓõP
P¸u¨£mhx, GÚ÷Á AøÚzx öuõÈÀPøÍÂh
Cx •ußø© ÁQzux. EÇÁºPÒ \‰P {ø»°À
÷©À {ø»°À C¸¢uÚº. AÁºPÒ EnÄ uõÛ¯
EØ£zv¯õÍºPÍõP C¸¢uuõÀ, _¯ ©›¯õøu²hß
ÁõÌ¢uÚº. \[P Põ»zvß xÁUPU Pmh[PÎ÷»÷¯
÷ÁÍõs
öuõÈÀ
£Çø©¯õÚuõP
C¸¢ux,
BÚõÀ }º¨£õ\Ú®, EÇÄ, G¸ÂkuÀ, ÷Œª¨¦,
Â{÷¯õP®
BQ¯ÁØÔÀ
•ß÷ÚØÓzxhÝ®
öŒ¯ÀvÓß öPõshuõPÄ® C¸¢ux. £søh¯
uªÇºPÒ £À÷ÁÖ Âu©õÚ ©sÁøPPÒ, AÁØÔÀ
£°›h¨£k® £°º ÁøPPÒ A¢u¢u £SvPÐUS
ö£õ¸zu©õÚ £À÷ÁÖ }º¨£õ\Ú •øÓPøÍ
AÔ¢v¸¢uÚº. CøÁ uØ÷£õx öŒßøÚ, ugŒõÅº
£õ\Ú •øÓPÍõP EÒÍÚ.
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\[P C»UQ¯[PÎÀ SÔ¨¤h¨£k® uªÌ |õmiß
IÁøP {»¨ ¤›ÄPÎÀ, ©¸u {»¨¤›Ä ªPÄ®
ÁÍ©õÚ {»¨£Sv¯õP C¸¢uuõÀ ŒõS£iUS ªPÄ®
HØÓuõP C¸¢ux. J¸ ÂÁŒõ°°ß öŒÈ¨£õÚx
`›¯ JÎ, £¸Á ©øÇ, ©s ÁÍ® BQ¯ÁØøÓ¨
ö£ÖÁøu¨ ö£õÖzx Aø©QÓx. C¯ØøP°ß
C¢u TÖö£õ¸mPÎÀ, £søh¯ uªÇºPÍõÀ `›¯
JÎ Gß£x uÂºUP •i¯õux GÚU P¸u¨£mhx,
HöÚßÓõÀ
©øÇ
ö£õ#zuõÀ
©ØÓ
£õ\Ú
•øÓPøÍ¨ £¯ß£kzu»õ®, ©s C¯ØøP°÷»÷¯
ÁÍ©ØÓuõP C¸¢uõÀ, öŒ¯ØøP¯õP Eµªmk
©søn ÁÍ¨£kzu C¯¾®. AÁºPÒ {» ÁÍzøu
Ai¨£øh¯õPU öPõsk {»[PøÍ ÷ÁÖ£kzv,
A¢u ©s ÁøPUS HØÓÁõÖ £°ºPøÍ¨ £°›mhÚº.
AøÁ Áß¦»® (PiÚz uøµ), ö©ß¦»® (ÁÍ©õÚ
{»®), ¤ß¦»® (E»º {»®), PÍº{»® AÀ»x
EÁº{»® (E¨¦ {»®) ÷£õßÓøÁ BS®. •Àø»
©ØÖ® SÔg] {»¨ £SvPÎÀ C¸¢u Áß¦»®
ö£¸©ÍÄ
ÂøÍa\ø»U
öPõkUPUTi¯uõP
CÀø», A÷u ÷|µzvÀ ö©ß¦»® |À» ÂøÍa\À
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uµUTi¯uõP C¸¢ux. SøÓ¢u }º¨£õ\Ú Á\vPÒ
öPõshuõÀ ¤ß¦»® ©õÚõÁ› £°ºPÒ £°›h¨£k®
Ch©õP C¸¢ux. PÍº{»® ŒõS£iUS uSv¯ØÓx
BS®. AUPõ»zvÀ ]» ©s ÁøPPøÍ AÁºPÒ
AÔ¢v¸¢uÚº: ÁshÀ ©s, öŒ®©s, P›\À
©s, öŒ¢{ÓU PÎ©s ©nÀ ©s BQ¯øÁ BS®.
÷©¾® JÆöÁõ¸ ÁøP ©so¾® GßöÚßÚ
£°ºPÒ ÂøÍ²® Gß£øu²® AÔ¢v¸¢uÚº.

{» Eøhø©
©ßÚº
{øÓ¯
{»[PøÍU
öPõsi¸¢uõº.
BÚõÀ AÁº •Ê {»[PÐUS® öŒõ¢uUPõµº
AÀ». HöÚßÓõÀ AÁº ¦»ÁºPÒ, ¤µõ©nºPÒ,
£ÒÎPÒ,
©¸zxÁ©øÚPÒ,
÷Põ°ÀPÐUS
{»[PøÍ öPõøh¯õP AÎzuõº. ÂÁŒõ°PÎÀ
ö£¸®£õßø©°Úº u[PÒ öŒõ¢u {»[PÎÀ
ÂÁŒõ¯® öŒ#uÚº. AÁºPÒ ©soØS HØÓÁõÖ
öÁÆ÷ÁÖ ö£¯ºPÍõÀ AÔ¯¨£mhÚº & EÊxs£õº
AÀ»x
H›ßÁÍÚº.
HöÚßÓõÀ
AÁºPÒ
P»¨ø£°ß •øøÚø¯ |®¤ ÁõÌuÚº, öÁÒÍõÍõº
AÁºPÒ }›ß E›ø©¯õÍºPÍõPÄ® P¸u¨£mhÚº.
÷©¾® Pµ»º AÀ»x P»©º Gß£uß ö£õ¸Ò
÷©Pzøu BÒ£Áº Gß£uõS®. ö£s ÂÁŒõ°PÒ
EÇzv¯º GßÖ AøÇUP¨£mhÚº. öÁÒÍõÍº
E¯º ÁºUP ©UPÍõP C¸¢uÚº. AÁºPÎß öŒõ¢u
{»[PÎ¼¸¢x Á¢u EØ£zv°À ÁõÌ¢x Á¢uÚº.
Aizumk ÁºUPzvÚº u[PÒ ÁõÌÁõuõµzxUPõP
{»[PÎÀ ÷Áø» öŒ#¯ ÷Ási°¸¢ux. E¯º
ÁS¨¦ öÁÒÍõÍºPÒ, {»zøu øÁzv¸¢u÷uõk,
Aµ\›h® E¯º¢u £uÂPøÍ²® ÁQzuÚº, {ºÁõP
©ØÖ® CµõqÁ¨ £oPÎ¾® C¸¢uÚº. ÷©¾®
AÁºPÒ ÷ÁÒ, Aµ_, PõÂv ÷£õßÓ £mh[PøÍU
öPõsi¸¢u÷uõk Aµ\ Sk®£zvÚ¸hß v¸©n
EÓÄPøÍ øÁzv¸¢uÚº.
£õµ®£›¯ {» E›ø©¯õÍºPÒ ©ØÖ® ÂÁŒõ°PÒ
uÂµ, öŒÀ»õ {»UQÇõºPÐ® C¸¢uÚº. ¦»ÁºPÒ,
¤µõ©nºPÒ, PÀÂ {ÖÁÚ[PÒ, ©¸zxÁ©øÚPÒ
BQ¯ÁØÔØS CøÓ°¼ (Á› Â»US) {»[PøÍ

Don’t keep your dreams in your eyes, they may fall as tears. Keep them in your heart so
that every heartbeat may remind you to convert them into reality.

AøŒ¯õ öŒõzuõÚ {»® ©ØÖ® Auß EØ£zv
BQ¯ÁØÖUS Á›PÒ ÂvUP¨£mhÚ. ÷u\zvß
{ºÁõQ¯õP C¸US® ©ßÚ¸UPõÚ J¸ £[PõP Ax
P¸u¨£mhx. {»¨¤µ¦UPÐ® ÂÁŒõ°PÐ® Á›
öŒ¾zvÚº & {» Á›¯õÚx CøÓ AÀ»x Pøµ GÚ
AÔ¯¨£mhx. ÷©¾® EØ£zv Á›¯õÚx Á› GÚ
AøÇUP¨£mhx. AÖÁøh°À BÔÀ J¸ £[S Á›¯õP
÷ŒP›UP¨£mhx GßÖ |®£¨£kQÓx. öÁÒÍ®
©ØÖ® £g\zvÚõÀ, ŒõS£i £õvUP¨£k®÷£õx,
©ßÚºPÍõÀ Á›zuÒÐ£i öŒ#¯¨£mhÚ. Á›
Á`¼US® Á¸Áõ#zxøÓ AvPõ›PÒ Á›¯º ©ØÖ®
PõÂv GÚ¨£mhÚº. AÁºPÎß EuÂ¯õÍºPÍõÚ
PnUPõÍºPÒ B¯UPnUPº GÚ AøÇUP¨£mhÚº.
Tku»õP EÒÍ uõÛ¯[PøÍ ÷ŒP›zx øÁUP
ö£õx Ch[PÎ¾®, ÂÁŒõ°PÎß ÃkPÎ¾®
PÍg]¯[PÒ
Aø©UP¨£mi¸¢uÚ.
C¢u
uõÛ¯[PÒ öÁÒÍ®, £g\® ÷£õßÓ ÷£›hºPÎÀ
©UPÐUS EuÂÚ. Qµõ© ©UPÒ |»ßPøÍ £õxPõUP
÷uøÁ¯õÚ •iÄPøÍ ©ßÓ® (Qµõ© \ø£) Gkzux.
Á›Âv¨¦
÷|õUP[PÐUPõP,
£À÷ÁÖ
AÍÃkPÍõÚx
{»zøu²®
Auß
EØ£zv
AÍøÁ²® AÍÂh £¯ß£kzu¨£mhÚ. ]Ô¯
{»¨£Sv¯õÚx ©õ GßÖ® ö£›¯ {»¨£Sv ÷Á¼
GßÖ® AøÇUP¨£mhx. J¸ ÷Á¼ J¸ ¡Ö SÈUS
\©®. ö£õ¸ÒPøÍ AÍUP PÚ AÍÄPÍõP yo, |õÈ,
÷Œº, P»® ÷£õßÓ AÍÄPøÍ²® Gøh AÍÄPÐUS
x»® PÇg_ ÷£õßÓ AÍøÁPøÍ¨ £¯ß£kzvÚº.
uõÛ¯[PøÍ AÍUP¨ £¯ß£kzu¨£k® ö£õxÁõÚ
•PzuÀ AÍøÁPÍõP A®£õÚ®, |õÈ, £uUS,
©µUPõÀ ÷£õßÓ AÍøÁPÒ £¯ß£kzu¨£mhÚ. PÚ
AÍøÁPÒ APßÓ |k¨£Sv÷¯õk®, \ØÖ SÖQ¯
RÌ ÷©À £SvP÷Íõk, ©x¨ ¥¨£õ# ÁiÁzvÀ
C¸¢uÚ. AøÁ E÷»õP £møhPÍõÀ CÖUP©õP
¤ønUP¨£mi¸¢uÚ. x»õU÷PõÀ GßÓ ö£¯›À
uµõ_PÒ ÁÇUQÀ C¸¢uÚ.
£Ç[Põ»z uªÇPzvÀ £µÁ»õP ö|À, P¸®¦,
]ÖuõÛ¯[PÒ, ªÍS, £¸¨¦ÁøPPÒ, öußøÚ,
AÁøµ, £¸zv, ÁõøÇ, ¦Î, \¢uÚ® ÷£õßÓøÁ
You can influence, direct and control your own environment.
You can make your life what you want it to be.

£°›h¨£mhÚ. ö|À •ußø©¨ £°µõP C¸¢ux.
£À÷ÁÖ ÁøP¯õÚ ö|Ø£°ºPÍõP öÁsö|À,
öŒ¢ö|À, ¦xö|À, IÁÚö|À, ÷uõµõ# ÷£õßÓ
ö|À ÁøPPÒ ©¸u {»¨£Sv°À £°›h¨£mhÚ.
öŒ¢ö|À ©ØÖ® ¦xö|À¼À £À÷ÁÖ ÁøPPÒ
C¸¢uÚ. ªPÄ® ÁÍ©õÚ ©¸u {»zvÀ, J¸ ÷Á¼
{»zvÀ 1000 P»® ö|À ÂøÍ¢ux. ©¸u {»zøu
Jmi Aøua Œõº¢u £SvPÎ¾® ÂÁŒõ°PÒ
ÁõÌ¢uÚº. JÆöÁõ¸ Ãmi¾® £»õ, öußøÚ,
£øÚ, £õUS ÷£õßÓ ©µ[PÒ C¸¢uÚ. ÃkPÐUS
•ßÚõÀ ©g\Ò öŒiPÐ® ÃkPÐUS ¤ßÚõÀ
§¢÷uõmh[PÐ® ÁÍºUP¨£mhÚ. •Àø» {»
©UPÒ £Ç ©µ[PÒ ©ØÖ® PõÀ|øhPÒ ÁÍº¨¦
BQ¯ £oPøÍa öŒ#uÚº. P¸®¦ EØ£zv¯õÍºPÒ
P¸®¦a ŒõøÓ C¯¢vµ[PøÍU öPõsk¨ ¤È¢uÚº.
]» Ch[PÎÀ £°º _ÇØ] •øÓ ¤ß£ØÓ¨£mhx &
£¸zv ©ØÖ® vøÚ J÷µ ÷|µzvÀ ŒõS£i
öŒ#¯¨£mhÚ. Auß ¤ÓS, AÁøµ¯õÚx A÷u
{»zvÀ £°›h¨£mhx. A[S, ö£õxÁõP, E£›
EØ£zv C¸¢ux. JÆöÁõ¸ Qµõ©•® Qmhzumh
ußÛøÓÄ ö£ØÓøÁ¯õP C¸¢uÚ. ÷uøÁ¨£mhõÀ
©mk@© Asøh Qµõ©[PÎÀ C¸¢x TkuÀ
ö£õ¸mPÒ Áõ[P¨£mhÚ. ö|À¾US £sh©õØÓõP
E¨¦ ÁoPºPÍõÚ E©nºPÍõÀ E¨¦ ÂØP¨£mhx.
£Ç[Põ» uªÇPzvß |Pµ ø©¯[PÎß ÁÍºa]UPõÚ
Põµn[PÎÀ JßÓõP Qµõ©[PÎß ÷ÁÍõs E£›
C¸¢ux. ©ßÚºPÐ® C¢u E£› EØ£zvø¯
|®¤÷¯ C¸¢uÚº. HöÚßÓõÀ £øhÃµºPÒ ©ØÖ®
öuõÈ»õÎPÐUPõÚ
Fv¯©õP
uõÛ¯[P÷Í
ÁÇ[P¨£mhÚ. C¢uU PõµoPÍõÀ EØ£zvUPõÚ
÷uøÁ ªS¢x C¸¢ux. Cx ÷ÁÍõsø©°ß
÷ÁPzøu AvP›zux.

EzvPÐ® P¸ÂPÐ®
\[P Põ»zvÀ ªPÄ® vmhªmh •øÓ°À
ŒõS£i öŒ#uÚº. EÊuÀ, ÂøuzuÀ, EµªkuÀ,
PøÍö¯k¨¦,
}º¨£õ\Ú®,
£°º
£õxPõ¨¦
BQ¯ÁØøÓa \›¯õÚ •øÓ°À öŒ#uõÀ öŒÀÁµõP
ÁõÇ»õ® GßÖ AÔ¯¨£mhx. v¸ÁÒÐÁº uß
v¸USÓ¼À, J¸ |À» ©P`ø» ö£ÖÁuØPõP C¢u
AøÚzx öŒ¯ÀPøÍ²® PÁÚ©õP öŒ#¯÷Ási¯
AÁ]¯zøu
Á¼²ÖzxQÓõº.
ö|Ø
PÇ{PÒ
PõøÍPÎß EuÂ²hß EÇ¨£mhÚ. PÇ{°À
uøÇPøÍ ÂÁŒõ°PÒ u[PÒ PõÀPÎÀ ªvzx
‰ÌPizuÚº. |õØÖPÒ ÁÍº¢u ¤ßÚº AøÁ
Ch® ©õØÔ |h¨£mhÚ. £°º •vº¢uÄhß
AøÁ AÖÁøh öŒ#¯¨£mhÚ. CøhUPõ»zvÀ
AÆÁ¨÷£õx PøÍPÒ GkUP¨£mhÚ. AÖÁøh¯õÚ
ö|Ø£°øµ PÍzxUS öPõskÁ¢x AÁØøÓ
uøµ°À umi ö|À©oPÒ ¤›UP¨£mhÚ. ö|À
©oPÒ ÷ŒP›UP¨£mk, AÍÂh¨£mk, \›¯õÚ
öPõÒP»ßPÎÀ ÷ŒªUP¨£mhÚ. ]ÖuõÛ¯[PÒ
¤ß¦»® (¦gøŒ) AÀ»x ÁÓsh {»[PÒ öPõsh
SIEMA Magazine
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Aµ\ºPÒ |ßöPõøh¯õP AÎzu £À÷ÁÖ {PÌÄPÒ
EÒÍÚ. ¤µõ©nºPÐUS öPõkUP¨£mh {»®
¤µ®©÷u¯® GßÖ AÔ¯¨£mhx. ¤µõ©nºPÐUS®
¦»ÁºPÐUS®
ÁÇ[P¨£mh
{»[PÎÀ,
ÂÁŒõ¯¨ £oPÒ ö£¸®£õ¾® SzuøPuõµºPÒ
AÀ»x £sønz öuõÈ»õÍºPÎß ö£õÖ¨¤À
Âh¨£mhÚ.
CzuøP¯
ŒõS£i
öuõhº£õÚ
Âv•øÓPÒ
öu›¯ÂÀø».
]»
÷|µ[PÎÀ
Ai¯õº GßÓøÇUP¨£mh öuõÈ»õÍºPÒ ©ØÓÁº
{»[PÎÀ \®£ÍzvØPõP ÷Áø»UP©ºzu¨£mhÚº.
J¸ ]Ô¯ {»zøu öŒõ¢u©õPU öPõsh J¸ Œõuõµn
ÂÁŒõ°ø¯Âh £µ¢u {»¨£Svø¯a öŒõ¢u©õP
öPõsh ö£›¯ {» E›ø©¯õÍºPÒ EnÄ
EØ£zv¯õÍºPÍõP C¸¢uuõÀ AÁºPÒ ö£¸ªu
EnºÄøh¯ÁºPÍõP C¸¢uÚº.
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SÔg] {»¨ £SvPÎÀ £°›h¨£mhÚ. £°º _ÇØ]
•øÓ ¤ß£ØÓ¨£mhx & Euõµn©õP, J÷µ £¸ÁzvÀ
£¸zv ©ØÖ® ]ÖuõÛ¯[PÒ £°›h¨£mhÚ.
AuØS¨ ¤ÓS AÁøµ £°›h¨£mhx.
ÂÁŒõ¯zvß EÇÄ, AÖÁøh ÷£õßÓÁØÔØSz
÷uøÁ¨£mh £À÷ÁÖ P¸ÂPÒ u¯õ›UP¨£mhÚ.
Ai¨£øh P¸Â¯õÚ Hº ö©¼, |õg]À, P»¨ø£
GßÖ® AøÇUP¨£mhx. HµõÚx ©µzuõ÷»õ
C¸®£õ÷»õ
AÀ»x
GLSa
\mhzuõ÷»õ
öŒ#x, AvÀ T›¯ A»øP¨ §mi ©søn
Qsh £¯ß£kzu¨£mhx. ©õk AÀ»x G¸ø©
BQ¯ÁØÔÀ §mh¨£mh Cx ©sønz uÍºÁõUQ
RÌ÷©»õPU QÍÓ¨ £¯ß£mhx. £°›k® {»zøu
\©ß£kzu ©µzuõ»õÚ £µ®¦ AÀ»x ©µ® GßÓ
P¸Â £¯ß£kzu¨£mhx. £ÒÎ¯õkuÀ (£¾UøP
KmkuÀ) Gß£x PøÍ APØÓÄ® £°ºPÐUS EÒÍ
ö|¸UPzøuU SøÓUPÄ® £¯ß£kzu¨£mhx. Cx
J¸ ©µa \mhzvÀ ö£õ¸zu¨£mh E÷»õP AÀ»x
©µ¨ £ØPøÍU öPõsi¸US®. C¢u \mhzøuU
öPõsk ©õkPÎß EuÂ²hß Á¯¼À PøÍPÒ
_zu®
öŒ#¯¨£mhÚ.
ÂÁŒõ°PÒ
BÇ©õÚ
QnÖPÎ¼¸¢x uspøµ¨ £õ\ÚzxUS GkUP
P¤ø» GßÓ öuõÈÀ ~m£zøu¨ £¯ß£kzvÚº.
BÇ©ØÓ QnÖPÎÀ C¸¢x }øµ ÷©÷»ØÓ HØÓ®
GßÓ Aø©¨ø£¨ £¯ß£kzvÚº. Â»[SPÒ ©ØÖ®
£ÓøÁPÎh® C¸¢x £°ºPøÍ¨ £õxPõUS®
÷Áø»°À CÍ® ö£sPÐ® ©ØÖ® Aizumk
ÁºUP ÂÁŒõ°PÐ® Dk£mhÚº. CÍ® ö£sPÒ
£ÓøÁPøÍ Âµmh J¼ GÊ¨¦® P¸ÂPøÍ¨
£¯ß£kzvÚº, SÓÁß, SÓzv¯º £ÓøÁPÒ,
¯õøÚPÒ ÷£õßÓÁØøÓ Âµmh PÁs GßÝ®
PÁsÂÀø»¨ £¯ß£kzvÚº. C¢uU PÁønU
öPõsk SÔ£õºzx Â»[øPU öPõÀ» C¯¾®
GßÖU
TÓ¨£kQÓx.
÷©¾®
w¨£¢u[PÒ
©ØÖ® FuÀPÒ BQ¯ÁØøÓU öPõsk® Põmk
Â»[SPøÍ Á¯ÀPÎÀ C¸¢x ÂµmiÚº. •ØÔ¯
ö|À ©ØÖ® ÷ŒõÍU PvºPøÍ AÖÁøh öŒ#¯
A›ÁõÒ £¯ß£kzu¨£mhx. ö|Àø» ÂÁŒõ¯

öuõÈ»õÍºPÒ PÍzvÀ yØÔ, ø£PÎÀ AøhzxU
öPõsk÷£õ# ÷ŒªzuÚº.
\[P Põ»zvß xÁUPzvÀ, ©UPÒ ÂÁŒõ¯zvØS
÷uøÁ¨£mh
}ºz
÷uøÁUS
©øÇø¯÷¯
ö£¸©ÍÄ |®¤ C¸¢uÚº. BÚõÀ, ö£¸Q¯
©UPÒöuõøP¯õÀ AuØ÷PØ£ AvP›zu EnÄz
÷uøÁ¯õÚx, }º¨£õ\Ú •øÓPøÍ ÷©®£kzu
÷Ási¯ `Çø» E¸ÁõUQ¯x. C¢u ÷|õUPzvØPõP
E¸ÁõUP¨£mhøÁ÷¯ SÍ[PÒ, H›PÒ, AønPÒ
÷£õßÓ •UQ¯ }º ÷Œª¨¦ Aø©¨¦PÒ BS®.
£õ\ÚzvØPõÚ }øµ JÊ[S£kzxÁuØPõP ©uSPÒ,
©ØÖ® Aøh¨¦PøÍ Aø©zuÚº. ]»\©¯®
BØÔÀ HØ£k® öÁÒÍzøuU Pmk¨£kzuÄ®,
}º £õ\ÚzvØS uspº v¸¨£Ä® ©s PøµPÒ
GÊ¨£¨£mhÚ. •u»õ® ¡ØÓõsiÀ Põ÷Á›
BØÔÀ Pmh¨£mh PÀ»øn E»Qß £Çø©¯õÚ
}º JÊ[S Aø©¨¦ GßÖ P¸u¨£kQÓx. PõÂ›,
ö£›¯õÖ, uõªµ£µo BQ¯ BØÖ¨ £SvPÎÀ
PõÀÁõ#PøÍ Aø©zx ÷|µi }º¨£õ\Ú® Gß£x
Œõzv¯©õÚ JßÓõP C¸¢ux. Põ÷Á›, ö£snõÖ,
£õ»õÖ, øÁøP, uõªµ£µo BQ¯øÁ uªÇPzvß
Á¯ÀPÐUS® Si}¸US® }øµU öPõskÁ¢u •UQ¯
BÖPÒ BS®. SÍ[PÒ ©ØÖ® }ºz÷uUP[PÎÀ
÷ŒªUP¨£k® }º Áõ#UPõÀPÒ ‰»® £õ\Úz
÷uøÁPÐUS¨ £¯ß£kzu¨£mhÚ. £õ»õÖ, Põ÷Á›,
øÁøP BØÖ¨ £kUøPPÎÀ Á\¢uU Põ»zvÀ
PõÀÁõ#¨ £õ\Ú® SÔ¨¤hzuUP AÍÄ C¸¢ux.
CµshõÁx ÷£õP ÂÁŒõ¯zxUS, C¢u uspº
ªPÄ® £¯ÝÒÍuõP C¸¢ux. C¢uU Põ»Pmh
©UPÒ {»zui }º Kmhzøu²® A[S QnÖ
öÁmhÄ® PØÔ¸¢uÚº. QnØÖ }øµ¨ £õ\ÚzxUS
CøÓUP ©õkPÐ® G¸ø©PÐ® £¯ß£kzu¨£mhÚ.
}º C¸¨¦ SøÓÁõP C¸¢x ÷uøÁ Tku»õP
C¸US®÷£õx, uspøµ \›¯õP Â{÷¯õQ¨£x
Qµõ© AvPõ›PÎß Phø©¯õP C¸¢ux. H›PÒ
©ØÖ® }ºz÷uUP[PøÍU PsPõozx PõUPÄ®, }º
Â{÷¯õPzøu JÊ[S£kzuÄ® £PÀ ©ØÖ® CµÄU
PõÁÀPõµºPÒ £o¯õØÔÚº.

‘Family And Friends’ Provide the Maximum Funding For Startups: RBI Study
w
w
w

A total of 1,246 startups across India participated in the survey
The startups belonged to various segments, including edtech, agriculture, healthcare and others
The research showed that only 13% of these startups received funding from international investors

January 2020

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI), released a detailed report on the Indian startup ecosystem. Interestingly,
when it came to startups funding and capital support — friends and family emerged as the largest source of
funding for startups contributing up to 42.9%, compared to other sources of funding such as angel investors,
incubator funding, and venture capital firms among others.
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A total of 1,246 startups participated in the survey from across the states, including Karnataka,
Maharashtra, Telangana, Delhi and Tamil Nadu. The startups belonged to various segments such as edtech,
data and analytics, agriculture, healthcare among others.
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I. Govt of India approves the Industrial Relations
Code Bill, 2019
The Union Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi has given its approval for introduction of the
Industrial Relations Code, 2019 in the Parliament.
Benefits:
i.
Setting up for two-member Tribunal (in place of one
member) introducing a concept that some of the
important cases will be adjudicated jointly and the
rest by a single member resulting speedier disposal of
cases.
ii. To important flexibility to the exit provisions (relating to
retrenchment, etc.), for which, the threshold for prior
approval of appropriate Government has been kept
unchanged at 100 Employees, but added a provision
for changing ‘such number of Employees’ through
Notification.
iii. The re-skilling fund, is to be utilized for crediting to
Workers in the manner to be prescribed.
iv. Definition of Fixed Term Employment and that it
would not lead to any notice period and payment of
Compensation on retrenchment excluded.
v. Vesting of powers with the Government Officers for
adjudication of disputes involving penalty as fines
thereby lessening the burden on Tribunal.

January 2020

Background:
The Draft Code on Industrial Relations has been prepared
after amalgamating, simplifying and rationalizing the
relevant provisions of following three Central Labour Acts:
i.
The Trade Unions Act, 1926
ii. The Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act,
1946
iii. The Industrial Disputes Act, 1947
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II. Hike in Pension for unorganized sector
Government of India in February, 2019 launched Pradhan
Mantri Shram Yogi Maan-dhan (PM-SYM), a voluntary
and contributory Pension Scheme, for the benefit of
unorganized Workers, as per eligibility. The scheme
assures minimum monthly Pension of Rs.3,000 to the
beneficiaries after attaining the age of 60 years. All
unorganized Workers, in the age group of 18-40 years,
whose monthly income is up to Rs.15,000/- and who are
not members of Employees’ Provident Fund Organization
or Employees’ State Insurance Corporation or National
Persion System (Government contributed) and are also
not income tax payers, are eligible to enroll under the
Scheme. The subscriber is required to pay the prescribed
monthly contribution amount and the Central Government
provides the equal matching contribution. This Scheme is
SIEMA Magazine

implemented through Life Insurance Corporation of India.
Enrollment under the Scheme can be done through any of
the Common Service Centres across the country.
Further, vide Notification No. G.S.R 593 (E), dated
19.8.2014, a Minimum Pension of Rs.1,000 per month has
been fixed with effect from 1.9.2014 for the Pensioners
under Employees’ Pension Scheme (EPS), 1995 framed
under the Employees’ Provident Funds and Miscellaneous
Provisions Act, 1952, applicable to establishments which
belong to industries and classes of establishments listed in
Schedule-I and where number of Employees is 20 or more.
No decision has been taken at present to further enhance
the Minimum Pension under EPS, 1995.
Further, Atal Pension Yojana (APY) was launched in
May, 2015, by the Government of India, and Indian Citizens
between the age group of 14 to 40 years are eligible to
join APY through their Savings Bank Account or Post Office
Savings Bank Account. Depending upon the Pension
plan selected, each subscriber under APY shall receive a
guaranteed Minimum Pension of Rs.1,000 per month or
Rs.2000 per month or Rs.3,000 per month or Rs.4,000 per
month or Rs.5,000 per month, after the age of 60 years
until his/her death.
This information was given by Union Minister of
State(I/C) for Labour and Employment on Lok Sabha.
(Press Information Bureau, Govt of India)
III.

ESIC signs an Agreement with SBI for Payments
to ESIC

Beneficiaries on Real Time Basis
A Memorandum of Agreement has been signed between
the Employees’ State Insurance Corporation (ESIC)
and SBI today in accordance with which, the SBI would
provide e-payment services directly to the bank accounts
of all ESIC beneficiaries and payees without any manual
intervention as an integrated and automated process.
The SBI would provide e-Payment integration with the
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) processes of ESIC
through its Cash Management Product (CMP) e-Payment
technology platform.
The e-Payment integration would effect stator benefit
payments to ESIC beneficiaries as well as other payees on
real time basis, reducing time lags and delays and at the
same time, help to eliminate mistakes and errors caused
by repetitive and manual data entries. The new system
will benefit all stakeholders of ESIC. The Agreement was
signed in the presence of Shri Rajkumar, DG, ESIC and
Shri Sunil Wadhera, DGM, SBI.
(Press information Bureau, Govt of India)

The only person you are destined to become is the person you decide to be.

Natural ingredients at home
with excellent Health Benefits
N

Muhila Mohanarangam &
P. Renuka Devi

Department of Biotechnology
Anna University
Regional Campus Coimbatore
antibacterial, stimulating, and other medicinal
properties.
Green tea extract is naturally rich in antioxidants,
which has a cell-protecting function as well. It
actually decreases wrinkles and also makes you
look younger. It helps to inhibit collagenase, the
topical use of green tea helps to promote the health
and quantity of collagen, thereby maintaining a firm
and elastic skin. It appears to exert a sun protective
effect by quenching free radicals and reducing
inflammation.
Ginseng extract assists in increased oxygenation
and is beneficial to dull, dehydrated and sallow skin.
Mint acts as a cooling sensation to the skin and
helps in dealing with skin irritations. Mint contains
Vitamin A, it may strengthen skin tissue and help
reduce oily skin, act as an anti-pruritic agent.
Thyme contains many flavonoid Phenolic
antioxidants. Thymol oil has antiseptic, anti-fungal
characteristics, rich source of many important
Vitamins such as B-complex vitamins, beta carotene,
Vitamins A, K, E, C and folic acid.
Spirulina Algae is rich in raw protein and seven
major Vitamins: A1, B1, B2, B6, B12, C & E. Rich in
minerals, essential amino acids.
Almond oil is an excellent emollient and
moisturizer, relieves itchiness, soreness, rashes,
dryness, irritation and burns. Almond oil aides the
skin in keeping the proper balance of moisture in
the skin which is critical when treating dry skin. It is
often mixed with an exfoliant for body scrubs

No one is in control of your happiness but you; therefore, you have the power to change anything
about yourself or your life that you want to change.
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atural ingredients have received considerable
attention in this decade and also a gradual
growth has been achieved with the interest in
research and academics. With the conventional
agriculture also following a sustainable direction
with organic farming, it inspires many people. This
article focus on bringing knowledge on the day
to day used natural ingredients, which promotes
health benefits.
Modern medicine hail to treat many simple and
complicated diseases. Nutritionalists and health
experts always advice to live life naturally. In our
Indian tradition our mother nature has provided a
lot of natural medicines. Today instead of searching
modern medicine for daily health related problems,
many people’s have turned for natural remedies
which treat and bring them back to natural health. A
natural medicine not only treats the illness but also
prevents the illness and also gives healthiness to the
body.
There are more than half million herbal plants
around the world. Many natural folk medicines that
we use in daily life treat several acute and chronic
diseases. Here, we consolidate some of the day to
day problems faced by plenty of men, women
and even kids, which can be easily rectified with
the natural ingredients. Here are few simple and
effective solutions listed for the health issues in our
daily routine life.
Aloe Vera has moisturizing and regenerating
properties, natural way to improve body's
rejuvenation & appearance.
Camphor has been obtained from Cinnamonum
camphora trees. Camphor relieves skin irritation, has
a softening, cooling, calming as well as a strong
anti-bacterial effect.
Eucalyptus oil can be attributed to its
anti-inflammatory,
antispasmodic,
antiseptic,
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Carrot Extract has regenerating and toning
effects, which is excellent for mature and congested
skin. It is rich in vitamin A, with a revitalizing effect
Cucumber
Extract
has
excellent
antiinflammatory properties. Very rich in Vitamin C, it
is used in moisturizing and restoring radiance of the
skin
Papain Enzyme is derived from unripe papaya
extract. Contains amino acids, polysaccharides,
polyphenols, minerals that provides antioxidant,
antiseptic and regenerating properties
Wheat Extract contains high amounts of protein
and Vitamin E that helps hydrate cracked, flaky,
dry skin. Vitamin E is powerful anti-oxidant and
protects skin from sun damage.

Being aware of the ingredients what we use
is crucial, most people would agree that ‘we are
what we eat’, and so feeding our body with natural
ingredients is vital if you are concerned about
maintaining your health.
It is certainly true that what we put on our body
is readily absorbed into the cells and, unfortunately,
the negative consequences are endless. Not nearly
enough has been done to research the side-effects
of toxic chemicals in food and drugs. Through this
article, we pronounce to adhere with the natural
ingredients for a safe and healthy life.
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PÁºÚº ÂÈzuõß.
“C÷uõ,
©ø»¯õÍzvÀ
öŒõÀQ÷Óß ÷PÒ.”
PÁºÚ›ß ÂÈPÒ Â¯¨£õÀ
Â›¢uÚ.
“C÷uõ PßÚhzvÀ TÖQ÷Óß
÷PÒ.”
»õm j uÂUPz öuõh[QÚõß.
“C÷uõ E¸xÂÀ TÖQ÷Óß
÷PÒ.”
AøÓø¯
Âmk
öÁÎ÷¯
KiÂh»õ©õ? GßÓ Gsn® »õm
j°ß ©ÚvÀ ~øÇ¢ux.
J¸ ö£s©oUSÒ, CzuøÚ
ö©õÈPÒ AøhUP»©õ?
P®¥µ©õP A©º¢v¸¢u PÁºÚº,
C¨ö£õÊx øPPmi {ØQßÓõß.
“Cx G[PÒ ©s. G[PÒ |õk.
G[PÒ ©UPÒ. C[Q¸US® JÆöÁõ¸
x¸®¦®, JÆöÁõ¸ AqÄ®, G[PÎß
EøÇ¨ø£a öŒõÀ¾®.
G[PÒ
©UPÎß
EøÇ¨£õ¾®,
Evµzuõ¾®,
Â¯ºøÁ¯õ¾® E¸ÁõÚx G[PÒ |õk.
C[÷P KkQßÓ |vPÐ®, {ØQßÓ ©µ[PÐ®, Ã_QßÓ
PõØÖ®, AiUQßÓ öÁ°¾®, ö£#QßÓ ©øÇ²® G[PÒ
©soß ö£¸ø©ø¯a öŒõÀ¾®.
Aß¦US G[PÒ uø» GßÖ® SÛ²®, BnÁz÷uõk
ö|¸[QÚõÀ, uø» ©soÀ E¸Ð®.
G[Q¸¢÷uõ ¤øÇUP Á¢u }, G[PÎh÷© Á›
÷PmQßÓõ¯õ? Á› öPõkzx G©US¨ £ÇUPªÀø». EuÂ
GßÖ ÷PÒ, Áõ› Áõ› ÁÇ[SQß÷Óß. CÛö¯õ¸ •øÓ, Á›
GßÖ ÷PmhõÀ, Á› ÷Pmk Á¸£ÁÝUS Áõ÷¯ C¸UPõx.”
÷Á¾ |õa]¯õº B[Q»zvÀ •Ç[Q •izu ¤ß¦®,
öÁS÷|µ®, PÁºÚ›ß PõxPÎÀ, ÁõºzøuPÒ Gvöµõ¼zxU
öPõs÷h C¸¢uÚ.
CÛ²® C[÷P {ßÓõÀ, E°¸® ªgŒõx Gß£øu AÔ¢u
PÁºÚº, ÷ÁP©õ# Aµs©øÚø¯ Âmk öÁÎ÷¯ÔÚõß.
öÁÒøÍ¯ HPõv£zv¯zøu Gvºzx ÷£õµõi öÁßÓ Ãµz
uªÇa] ÷Á¾ |õa]¯õº ¤Ó¢u|õÒ - - 3 January (1730)

ÁP[øP
Aµs©øÚ°ß
B÷»õ\øÚU ThzvÀ, PõÀ ÷©À
PõÀ ÷£õmk, P®¥µ©õ#, PºÁ•®,
BnÁ•® {µ®¤ ÁÈ²®, •Pzxhß
A©º¢v¸UQßÓõß PÁºÚº »õmj
Põm.
]Ôx ÷|µzvÀ ]ÁP[øP ©ßÚº
•zx ÁkP|õuº EÒ÷Í ~øÇQÓõº.
|õØPõ¼°À ÷©¾® ¤ß÷ÚõUQ
Œõ#¢x, Chx Põ¼ß ÷©À C¸US®
Á»x Põ¼øÚ Bmi¯£i÷¯, AvPõµz
÷uõµøn°À ÷£_QÓõß PÁºÚº »õm
j.
“ªìhº •zx ÁkP|õuº, }º
G©USU öPõkUP ÷Ási¯ Á›ø¯,
öÁS Põ»©õP PmhÂÀø». Hß?
ÂÍUP® ÷uøÁ? ”
©ßÚ¸US B[Q»® öu›¯õx,
PÁºÚ¸U÷Põ uªÌ öu›¯õx.
PÁºÚ¸hß
Á¢u
ö©õÈö£¯º¨£õÍ÷Úõ, øPPmi, Áõ#
ö£õzv Kµ©õ#, Aø©v¯õ# {ØQÓõß.
©ßÚ›ß SÇ¨£zøuU Psk®, uÚx ÷£a]øÚ ¦›¢x
öPõÒÍ •i¯õu C¯»õø©ø¯U Psk®, PÁºÚ›ß
PsPÎÀ J¸ GPzuõÍa ]›¨¦. ‘B[Q»® öu›¯õuõ
EÚUS? ’ GßÝ® J¸ ÷P¼¨ £õºøÁ.
AøÓ°ß öÁÎ°À C¸¢x, CÁØøÓö¯À»õ®
PÁÛzxU öPõsi¸¢u ÷Á¾ |õa]¯õº, AøÓUSÒ
¦¯ö»Ú ¦S¢uõº.
“G[PøÍ |zv¨ ¤øÇUP Á¢u }[PÒuõß, G[PÎß
uõ# ö©õÈø¯z öu›¢x öPõÒÍ ÷Ásk÷© uÂµ,
|õ[PÒ E[PÒ ö©õÈø¯z öu›¢x öPõÒÍ ÷Ási¯
AÁ]¯ªÀø».”
J¸ {ªh®uõß, J÷µ {ªh®, Áõ› _¸miU öPõsk,
ußøÚ²® AÔ¯õ©À GÊ¢x {ØQÓõß »õm j.
‘¯õº CÁÒ? Gß ö©õÈ°À, B[Q»zvÀ, Ãµ
•ÇUPªkQÓõ÷Í ¯õº CÁÒ?’ ¦›¯ÂÀø» AÁÝUS.
“EÚUS B[Q»® ©mk®uõ÷Ú öu›²®? C÷uõ,
C¨ö£õÊx |õß ÷£]¯øu, öu¾[QÀ öŒõÀQ÷Óß ÷PÒ.”

Ãµz uªÇa]
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Control your thoughts. Decide about that which you will think and concentrate upon.
You are in charge of your life to the degree you take charge of your thoughts.

SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL TESTING AND RESEARCH CENTRE
(A-NOT-FOR-PROFIT SOCIETY TO SERVE ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES)

Si’Tarc is NABL Accredited Laboratory and having the latest Testing facilities in Electrical Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Metrology.
We are glad to inform that Si’Tarc is now emerged with a new added facility of

“WATER TESTING IN NABL APPROVED LABORATORY”
We have world-class equipments in our lab for testing water samples like,

 Mineral Water
 Effluent Treated Process Water

 RO Water
 Packaged Drinking Water

 Bore well Water
 Waste Water

 Rain Water
 Raw Water etc,.

•

All Tests are Conducted as per National/International Standards

•

We collect the samples from your doorsteps and provide you the results on-time.
For More Details Contact:

#83,84 Avarampalayam Road, K.R.Puram Post, Coimbatore – 641021.
Ph/Fax: 0422 – 2562612, 2560473.
Email:sitarcinfo@sitarc.com,Website:www.sitarc.com

l

l

l

\zµ£v ]Áõâ
“]Áõâ ©mk® C[Q»õ¢vÀ

¤Ó¢v¸¢uõÀ, |õ[PÒ
C¢u §ªø¯ ©mk©À»,
Ash \µõ\µzøu²®
Bsi¸¨÷£õ®”
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µ® QøhUS® ÷£õx, ¤ÒøÍPÐUS,
\zµ£v ]Áõâø¯¨ £ØÔ öPõg\®
öŒõÀ¾[PÒ.
l
“Põ§¼À C¸¢x Põ¢uíõº Áøµ Gß øu‰º
Sk®£® ö©õP»õ¯ _ÀuõßPÎß Bm]ø¯
{ÖÂ¯x. DµõU, Dµõß, x¸UQ ÷£õßÓ £»
|õkPøÍ Gß £øhPÒ öÁßÖ Á¢xÒÍÚ.
BÚõÀ, C¢v¯õÂÀuõß ]Áõâ GÚUS
ö£¸® uøh¯õP C¸¢x Âmhõº. Gß \Uv
•ÊÁøu²® öŒ»Âmk®, AÁøµ öÁØÔ
öPõÒÍ •i¯ÂÀø».
AÀ»õ÷Á! GÚUS, £¯ªÀ»õu, xoa\»õÚ
Kº Gv›ø¯U öPõkzx Âmhõ#. CÆÄ»Qß
AgŒõ ö|g\ß EßÛh® Á¸QÓõß. AÁÝUS
Eß öŒõºUPzvß Áõ\ø»z vÓ¢x øÁzv¸”
GßÖ ]Áõâ°ß ©øÓøÁ Jmi |h¢u |©õì
¤µõºzuøÚ°À
ö©õP»õ¯a
\UPµÁºzv
AÄµ[P]¨ £izxÒÍõº.
l
“AßÖ, ]Áõâ Gß ÂµÀPøÍ ©mk® |ÖUQ
GÔ¯ÂÀø»; Gß PºÁzøu²® Th÷Á |ÖUQ
GÔ¢x Âmhõº; Gß PÚÂÀ Th ]Áõâø¯U
Põn |õß £¯¨£kQ÷Óß” GßÖ A¦ uõ¼£ß
Aµ\ÚõÚ å°ìhPõß TÔ°¸UQÓõº.
l
“Gß µõä¯zvÀ, ]Áõâø¯z ÷uõØPiUP Kº
BÒ ThÁõ CÀø»?” GßÖ EÒÍU S•Ó¾hß
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÷Pmhõº, ¥á¨§º _Àuõß A¼ AvÀ åõÂß
÷£P®.
“÷|uõâ _£õè \¢vµ ÷£õêh® îm»º, E[PÒ
÷u\zv¼¸¢x B[Q÷»¯ºPøÍ Âµmi AiUP
îm»º ÷uøÁ°Àø»; ]Áõâ°ß \›zvµzøu
÷£õvzuõ÷» ÷£õx®” GßÖ öŒõßÚõº.
“]Áõâ ©mk® C[Q»õ¢vÀ ¤Ó¢v¸¢uõÀ,
|õ[PÒ C¢u §ªø¯ ©mk©À», Ash
\µõ\µzøu²® Bsi¸¨÷£õ®” GÚ »õºm
©Äsm÷£mhß öŒõßÚõº.
“]Áõâ
CßÝ®
£zuõskPÒ
E°÷µõi¸¢v¸¢uõÀ, |õ[PÒ C¢v¯õøÁ¨
£ØÔ {øÚzxU Th¨ £õºzv¸UP •i¯õx”
GßÖ J¸ ¤›miè PÁºÚº öŒõÀ¼°¸UQÓõº.
“]Áõâ ©õv› \søh°mhõÀ, |õ® GÎuõP
_u¢vµzøu¨ ö£ØÖ Âh»õ®” GÚ ÷|uõâ
¦PÌ¢v¸UQÓõº.
“]Áõâ Gß£x J¸ ö£¯º ©mk©À»;
CøÍbºPøÍ FUSÂUS® J¸ \Uv; CuøÚU
öPõsk |õmk Âkuø»ø¯ Aøh¯ •i²®”
GÚ ”Áõª Â÷ÁPõÚ¢uº öŒõÀ¼°¸UQÓõº.
“]Áõâ Aö©›UPõÂÀ ¤Ó¢v¸¢uõÀ, AÁøµ
`›¯ß Gß÷Ó ÷£õØÔ°¸¨÷£õ®” GÚ
Aö©›UP •ßÚõÒ áÚõv£v £µõU J£õ©õ
¦PÌ¢xÒÍõº.
]Áõâ°ß A®£ºPsm ²zu®, QßÚì
¦zuPzvÀ £vÁõQ EÒÍx. 30000 Eìö£U
Ãµº £øhø¯, 1000 ÷£º öPõsh ]Áõâ°ß
£øh {º‰»©õUQ¯x ©mk©À»õ©À, Gv›¨
£øh°À J¸ Ãµº Th v¸®¤¨ ÷£õP Âhõ©À
AÈzux. Cxuõß E»P ŒõuøÚ.
]Áõâ, uß 30 Bsk Põ»zvÀ, Cµsk uhøÁ
uõß |® |õmk Gv›PÐhß ÷©õv²ÒÍõº. ¤Ó
²zu[PÒ ¯õÄ®, A¯À |õmk¨ £øhPÐUS
GvµõPzuõß.
]Áõâ ÷©õv¯öuÀ»õ® öPõlµz uõUSu¾US¨
ö£¯º ö£ØÓ £uõß, x¸UQ, BL¨PõÛìuõß,
©[÷Põ¼¯ £øhPÐUS GvµõPzuõß. CÁØÔÀ
JßÔÀ Th ]Áõâ ÷uõÀÂ÷¯ PshvÀø».
Dµõß, ]Áõâø¯ •Ô¯iUP PhØ£øhø¯
AÝ¨£ •iÄ öŒ#u ÷£õx, ]Áõâ, C¢v¯õÂß
•uÀ P¨£Ø£øhø¯ HØ£kzvÚõº. BÚõÀ,
Ax •Ê AÍÂÀ E¸ÁõUP¨£kÁuØS •ß,
]Áõâ uß 50&Áx Á¯vÀ ©µn©øh¢uõº.
(¤Ó¢ux: 19&2&1630; CÓ¢ux: 3&4&1680).
£õìhß £ÀPø»UPÇPzvÀ, ‘÷©»õsø©
S¸ ]Áõâ’ GßÓ J¸ £õh® CßÖ® ÷£õvUP¨
£mk Á¸QÓx.

Don’t settle. Don’t finish crappy books. If you don’t like the menu, leave the restaurant.
If you’re not on the right path, get off it.

January 2020

Inauguration of Centre of Excellence for Smart Pumps by Dr. A.R SIHAG, IAS, Secretary,
Presided by Smt. SUKRITI LIKHI, IAS, Joint Secretary, Department of Heavy Industry,
on 12th December 2019, at Si’Tarc, Avarampalayam
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Discussions with Ms. Shobana Kumar – a leading author on 25th December 2019

Release of Handbook on Road safety to Industrial Employees organised by UYIR – on 20th December 2019 at Ganga Hospital

January 2020

Coindia activities
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President Shri. Jayakumar Ramdass participated in the
National Energy Conservation Guidelines for MSMEs held on
10th Dec. 2019 at New Delhi

A Seminar on Management and Power Savings through
V-Belts organized by MSB Traders for COINDIA Members on
17th Dec. 2019

Meeting with DESL Officials for upscaling activity
at COINDIA Cluster under UNIDO Project on 17th Dec 2019

Office Bearers and Past Presidents discussion meeting
between COINDIA and COSMAFAN on 23rd Dec 2019

SIEMA Magazine

AÔ¯õu uPÁÀPÒ...
 E»P¨¦PÌ ö£ØÓ ÷©õÚõ½Œõ KÂ¯®

Chx øP¯õÀ Áøµ¯¨£mhx.
 G¨÷£õx® PõØÖ Ã_® vøŒ°÷»÷¯

uø» øÁzx¨ £kUS® ª¸P® |õ#.
 ÷u]¯U öPõiø¯ •uÀ •u¼À

E¸ÁõUQ¯ |õk öhß©õºU & 1219À
E¸ÁõUQ¯x.
 GÖ®¦PÒ EnÄ CÀ»õ©À 100 |õmPÒ

ÁõÊ®.
 J¸ ö£ß]ø»U öPõsk 58 Q.«.

}Í©õÚ ÷Põk ÷£õh»õ®.

uzxÁ®
 ¦ßÚøP AÆÁ¨÷£õx ö£õ#

§]UöPõÒQÓx...
ö£õ#²® AÆÁ¨÷£õx
¦ßÚøP §]UöPõÒQÓx...
 ©Ûu ©Ú[PÎ¼¸¢x

©Ûu÷|¯®
©mk® uõß CßÝ® Gmhõu
öuõø»ÂÀ C¸UQßÓx...

|øPa_øÁ
 “hõUhº Gß ¦¸åß µõzv› yUPzx» ÷£\Óõ¸”
“}[P AÁøµ £PÀ» ÷£\ Âk[P \›¯õQk®!”
 “E[PÐUS uø»Á¼ C¸UPõ?”
“uø»Á¼ öÁÎ°» {USx hõUhº!”
 J¸Áº: “AÁøµ _zv {ßÝ GÀ»õ¸®
£õµõmkQÓõºP÷Í Hß?”
©ØÓÁº: “÷Põ©õÂÀ C¸¢u J¸zuøµ G¢v›UP
Áa_mhõº. Auõß.”
J¸Áº: “G¨£i G¢v›UP ÁaŒõº?”
©ØÓÁº: “CÁ¸ SÓmøha \zu® áõìv¯õ

C¸USßÝ Bì£zv›°» Amªm BQ
C¸UPõº. CÁº Âmh SÓmøh \zuzvÀ
÷Põ©õÂÀ C¸¢uÁ¸ G¢v›a]mhõº. Auõß
öŒõ¢uUPõµ[P C¨÷£õ £õµõmkÓõ[P.”
 A¨£õ: “÷h# A[P GßÚhõ
£soUQmk C¸UP?”
©Pß: “PiPõµ® {ßÝ¨ ÷£õa_¨£õ?”
A¨£õ: “ŒõÂ öPõkhõ \›¯õQk®.”
©Pß: “Auõß£õ öµõ®£ ÷|µ©õ
öPõkzxUQmk C¸U÷Pß. Ax
Áõ[P÷Á ©õm÷h[Sx¨£õ...”
 “AÁº £À hõUhº CÀ» ÷£õ¼
hõUhºÝ G¨£i öŒõÀÓ?”
“£À BkxßÝ C¢u hõUhº Qmh
öŒõßÚxUS, £µu|õmi¯©õ?
Sa_¨¦i¯õßÝ ÷PUQÓõ¸.”

 G[S EÚUS ÷PÒÂ ÷PmP

E›ø©°Àø»÷¯õ
A[S }
Aiø©¨£kzu¨£kQÓõ#...
 Cu¯zvß Põ¯[PÒ GÀ»õ®

Cøn¯zvÀ QÖUPÀPÍõP...
 |® ¤µa\øÚUS

©ØÓÁºPÍõÀ BÖuÀ ©mk÷©
uµ•i²®.....
AuØPõÚ wºÄ |®ªh÷©
EÒÍx.

PÂøu
 ©soÀ §zu §UPÒuõß Ev¸®

|® ©ÚvÀ §zu |m¦PÒ GßÖ® EvºÁvÀø»...
 ¤iUPõuÁøµ ÷|]UP öuõh[QÂmhõÀ

CÛ ¤›ÄU÷P ChªÀø»...
 Aß¦hß ÷£_[PÒ,

Ax E[PøÍ AÇPõUS®...
 A¸QÀ C¸¨£uõÀ Aß¦ AvP›¨£x® CÀø»,
öuõø»ÂÀ C¸¨£uõÀ Aß¦ SøÓÁxªÀø».
 Aß¦ Gß£x J¸ ]Ó¢u £›_ Aøu ö£ØÓõ¾®
öPõkzuõ¾® \¢÷uõå÷©...!







S[S©¨§øÁ vÚ\› J¸ ]miøP ÷uß P»¢x Œõ¨¤mk Áµ µzu® _zu©õS®.
Cg] ŒõÖhß \© AÍÄ öÁ[Põ¯aŒõÖ® P»¢x Põø»°À Œõ¨¤mk Áµ Áõ¢v {ØS®.
ŒõvUPõ#, \¢uÚ®, ªÍS C®‰ßøÓ²® Aøµzx •PzvÀ uhÂ Áµ •P¨£¸ Áµõx.
Áõ²zöuõÀø» EÒÍÁºPÒ E¸øÍUQÇ[S Œõ¨¤hUThõx.
£õPØPõø¯ AiUPi EnÂÀ ÷ŒºzuõÀ ‰mkUPÒ EÖv¨£k®.

Conquer the angry one by not getting angry; conquer the wicked by goodness;
conquer the stingy by generosity, and the liar by speaking the truth.

SIEMA Magazine
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What the
Media
says?

Dinamani
9)
(12-12-201

ress
The Indian Exp
01
(12-12-2 9)

Dinamani
(13-12-2019)

The Hindu
(13-12-2019)

Dinamalar
(14-12-2019)
ress

The Indian Exp

Our biggest fear is not in expressing the truth but that we will be attacked or
belittled because of our truth.
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I N S I G H T
Course of Action regarding Notification 53/2019 by
Central Electricity Authority (CEA) dated 08 Feb
2019.

Our Activities
during December 2019
Challenges in Pump Industry
Department of Mechanical Engineering, PSG
College of Technology organized TEQIP Sponsored
Industrial Academia conclave on “Challenges in
Pump Industry” on 11th December 2019 at PSG CT.
Dr. C Murugesan, Chairman Technical Committee,
and Mr. Gancario CICATELLI, Manager, Flowserve
Corporation, Italy presented technical papers.
The Panel Members Sri V Krishnakumar, President,
Sri K V Karthik, Vice President, Dr. R Subramanian,
AGM, PSG II, and Sri V. Ashokan, Director,
GM - Operations, Flowserve India Controls P Ltd.,
discussed about the Challenges in Pump Industry.
Inauguration of Centre of Excellence in
Welding
Dr. A. R. Sihag, IAS, Secretary, Department
of Heavy Industry inaugurated the Centre of
Excellence in Welding at PSG College of Technology,
and released the Centre of Excellence Product
Brochure. Sri K V Karthik gave a special address,
Dr. R. Rudramoorthy, Director, PSG-CARE, &
Sri R. Arun, President, SITARC, brief on the genesis
of the projects (CoE W & Smart Pump) on 12th
December 2019.
Inauguration of Centre of Excellence in Smart
Pump Project
The Centre of Excellence for Smart Pumps was
inaugurated by Dr. A.R SIHAG, IAS, Secretary,
Presided by Smt. SUKRITI LIKHI, IAS, Joint Secretary,
Department of Heavy Industry, on Thursday,
12th December 2019, at Si’Tarc, Avarampalayam
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Governing Council Meeting of ICCI
Sri V Krishnakumar, President attended the
Governing Council Meeting of Indian Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, Coimbatore on
9th December 2019 at Chamber Towers
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CEA Regulations on Harmonics
Sri D Vignesh, Vice President attended the meeting
on 13th December 2019 organised by TECA to
discuss about the Impact Assessment & Further
SIEMA Magazine

Governing Council Meeting of SITARC
Sri V Krishnakumar, President, Sri K V Karthik
and Sri D Vignesh Vice Presidents attended the
Governing Council Meeting of SITARC on 12th
December 2019.
New GST Returns
Sri Mithun Ramdas, Vice President and few member
industries attended the special outreach programme
on “New GST Returns” - Stake holders Meeting
organised by the Office of the Commissioner of GST
& Central Excise, Coimbatore on 7th December 2019
at GST Bhavan, Race Course, Coimbatore.
Business Opportunities in Africa
Sri D Vignesh, Vice President and MC Member
Srihari Mahendran attended an interaction on
Business Opportunities in Africa organised by
International Trade Centre (ITC) supporting Indian
Trade and Investment for Africa on 16th December
2019 at Hotel the Residency.
UYIR – Road Safety Brigade
UYIR to make Coimbatore as a zero accident
city and a model for road safety. We from SIEMA
nominated Sri Mithun Ramdas, Smt. G Krithiha and
Sri R Karthigeyan to lead all the activities of road
safety enforcement in the industry. In this regard
they are planning to release Hand Book on Best
Practices on 20th December 2019 at Ganga Hospitals.
Technical Calendar and events
a) Technical Committee met and discussed the
following subject during the month.
Doc. No. MED/ 20/ (15022) P - Amendment No.
1 to IS 8034: 2018 on Submersible Pumpsets
Specification (third revision).
The Comments will be forwarded to the Member
Secretary, MED 20, BIS, New Delhi shortly.
b) We have received the following document from
BIS, New Delhi for our Comments
Changes required in the existing test facilities for
measurement of insulation resistance as per IS/
IEC 60034-27-4: 2018
c) Instructions to Pumpset Manufacturers from
BEE
BEE released an Amendment on 5th December
2019 for the instruction dated 12th September
2019 regarding the renewal for IS 8034: 2018 IS
9079: 2018 and IS 14220: 2018.
The ideals which have always shone before me and
filled me with joy are goodness, beauty, and truth.

